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Abstract

The Star-O/S distributed operating environment was developed to provide communication and synchronization between multiple cooperating expert systems. Each expert system executes as a distinct logical process within the Star-O/S environment with access to multiple Common Lisp environments coordinated by the system.

Introduction

Star-O/S is a distributed operating environment developed for the AirLand Battle Management (ALBM) project supported by the DARPA and the U.S. Army*. This project is to develop a Corps and Division level distributed planning system consisting of several concurrent knowledge-based systems in a multiple workstation environment. Several distinct knowledge base tools are being utilized, including the Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) from Intellicorp, the Procedural Reasoning Systems (PRS) from Advanced Decision Systems, and the IRUS natural language system from Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN). Star-O/S provides the "glue" to tie these systems together at both the system/environment level, and also at the language level (i.e., Common Lisp and C).

Like several other systems, most notably the V-system from Stanford University, and the Heterogeneous Computer System (HSC) at the University of Washington, Star-O/S assumes a workstation environment distributed on a local area network (LAN). Like those systems, it assumes a high-speed reliable LAN, perhaps heterogeneous processors, and a variety of applications. Star-O/S also assumes heterogeneous underlying operating systems, and direct interfaces into multiple single-user Common Lisp environments.

Other similar distributed operating systems are targeted to general purpose time-share computing, with emphasis on mail systems, distributed file systems, and remote

* This research was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) under subcontract 7A40BO820M from Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Austin Division.
Star-O/S is tailored to embedded application execution environments where multiple processes are loaded on several processors and concurrently perform as a single application. This is particularly important when dealing with Common Lisp environments typically used to develop expert systems. The Common Lisp environments, in general, are designed as single-user interactive development environments. As such, they universally assume a "user/developer" is always "sitting" at the console. In a complex application, such as ALBM, this is not the case; each and every Common Lisp execution environment must be "slaved" to the overall application control environment.

In order to allow this, each Common Lisp environment is accessible across the network in either a synchronous or asynchronous manner such that each executing expert system can coordinate with the others. An important aspect of this coordination is error recovery, whereas an error in one environment caused by an activity in another environment is detected and "caught" and then passed back to the "causing" agent. Thus, Star-O/S provides a set of facilities that allow multiple "single-user" Common Lisp environments to work as a single application with cooperating agents.

Star-O/S also provides a simple interface into other processes written in other languages, such as the C language. Several of the complex graphics aspects of the ALBM system are written in C and integrated via the Star-O/S mechanisms.

In order to quickly provide a set of capabilities for specific projects, our design of Star-O/S makes maximal use of existing technology and standards, such as Network File Service (NFS), the UDP/IP protocol, and standard Common Lisp environments on Symbolics, Sun, and Silicon Graphics hardware. This approach is discussed below relative to alternative systems.

Distributed Operating Systems Approaches

Operating systems in general must satisfy two complementary, yet sometimes conflicting, needs. The first is to manage resources, both hardware (e.g., processors, disks, devices) and software (e.g., compilers, data base systems) of a computer system. The second is to provide services that utilize the hardware and software resources to support specific applications. Key aspects in delivering services in an operating system are the notion of process, the communication between processes, and the synchronization (both data and control) between processes. Inherent in the development of distributing operating systems is the fact that services and resources are distributed across a set of possibly heterogeneous processors.

Several different approaches to distributed operating systems are utilized, with a primary distinction being kernel versus layered systems. A kernel distributed O/S provides the foundation "kernel" of the operating system on each machine; that is, it replaces any other operating system. For example, the MACH operating system developed at Carnegie Mellon University is an example of a "kernel" system. A layered distributed O/S surrounds an existing operating system (e.g., UNIX, Genera) with a shell such that each application sees a consistent set of services and resources on any machine regardless of operating system. Both the V-system and the HSC system mentioned earlier are examples of "layered" systems. A layered distributed O/S is easier to implement, but typically less efficient, than a kernel distributed O/S.
Figure 1: Star-O/S is a layered Distributed Operating System

Figure 1 shows a layered distributed operating system of Star-O/S approach. Each application sees a consistent operating system interface even though hosted in a heterogeneous environment. Star-O/S synchronizes and provides communication between application processes over the network.

Client-Server

A key aspect of most distributed operating systems is the **client-server** relationship between processes. At any one time a process is either a client or server. Most operating system services can be viewed as server operations. Client-server relationships allow multiple processes to cooperate in performing a single application. Star-O/S utilizes the client-server relationship between separate Common Lisp environments. During processing, at any one time a process is either a client or server.

Star-O/S is built upon the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism supplied in various network systems, such as Sun's Network File System (NFS) and ILA's NFS package for the Symbolics Lisp Machine. The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) looks like a local procedure call, but allows a client process on one machine access to data, knowledge bases, routines, and devices on another machine, as shown in Figure 2. An RPC causes a daemon process running on the target machine to execute some software on the client's behalf. The RPC is the fundamental building block upon which the higher level functionality of Star-O/S communication is layered as shown in the next figure.
Figure 2 shows message flow between various clients and servers on the two machines. Each shaded block is a separate process on the respective machine. Processes on the same machine utilize either UNIX sockets, and/or shared data areas for communication, while communications between processes utilize the RPC mechanism. Message acknowledgment, time-out, and buffering are supported in the communication. The striped box in the message flow between processes represents a FIFO queue.

The flow of information as shown can be understood by following a message through the system. For instance, in Figure 2 a client on the Sun from Common Lisp invokes a “star-os:eval-on” which is a Star-O/S Lisp client routine. It asks the Star-O/S routines that perform logical name translation to determine the destination (see following section). The message is sent via the Sun RPC routines to the ILA RPC routines in the Listener process on the designated Symbolics processor. The message is passed to the Star-O/S routines within the Listener process which determine the actual process on the Symbolics to which the message is destined. The Listener process queues the message for the Symbolics resident server process. The Star-O/S routines in the server process pick up the message and make it available for the user’s server process. The Server evaluates the lisp expression sent and sends back the reply, which goes through a similar sequence to return to the client. The client receives the evaluation of the expression.

Providing cooperating agents on multiple machines requires distributed O/S process synchronization, coordination, as well as error handling. Of particular importance is error handling, so that an error caused by a process A within another process B is caught by the Star-O/S and passed back to process A for handling in process A. Star-O/S is integrated
into each Common Lisp environment to "catch" errors in the server environment and pass them back to the client Common Lisp environment. Thus, a server does not enter the Lisp debugger on an error caused by a client process. Star-O/S currently supports several Common Lisp environments, including Symbolics Common Lisp and both Franz and Lucid Common Lisp on the Sun workstations.

Communication Between Client and Server

The communication between processes can be accomplished with varying degrees of synchronization depending on the level of the local context, and the programming language employed. At a single process level (e.g., C programs on each machine), two types of client/server communication are evident: synchronous and asynchronous without reply, shown in figure 3 below:

![Diagram of communication between client and server](image)

Figure 3: Client/Server Communication in Star-O/S

The synchronous communication is essential for closely coupled processing where the client process must wait for the server process to complete before proceeding. For instance, on the ALBM project the interaction between the maneuver planning system (i.e., MOVES) is synchronous with the war-gaming system used to evaluate a plan. On the other hand, the ALBM subsystem for the Fire Support (i.e., FIRES) can be tasked by the
overall system and run concurrently with MOVES. The asynchronous communication of Star-O/S is used for that concurrent control.

In systems that incorporate some sort of context scheduler within a process (e.g., object-oriented systems such as SOPE of CLOS), an additional client/server communication is possible: asynchronous with reply (See Figure 4). In this form, the client can continue processing while the server performs the request. The client then processes the reply when it is received. This form of communication gives the concurrent processing advantages of the previous asynchronous communication, but with the control and synchronization like synchronous communication. However, this form of communication requires a multi-stream processing capability in the client environment.

![Figure 4: Asynchronous Communication with Reply](image)

**Logical Processes and Context**

In order to facilitate machine and operating system independence, Star-OS provides a "logical name" facility that is used to declare names by which processes, and contexts within processes, are identified in Star-O/S messages. All Star-O/S functionality is addressed via these logical names. Logical names can be attached to the physical processes, and nested to redirect communication when processes are configured on different machines or at different times. This provides machine independence and easy reconfiguration of a system composed of multiple processes.
Logical names are stored in a single global name space and can be defined and redefined by any application at run-time. Processes communicate and synchronize by utilizing the current mappings of the logical names. Subprocesses, such as objects in object-oriented systems, can also be assigned logical names, thus allowing a client process to specify a context in which its message is to be evaluated.

Thus, while communication between processes is point-to-point (for efficiency) in a client/server relationship, the precise physical processes involved depend on the current state of the distributed logical name space. Logical names are recorded within individual shared mapping tables in each processor. This table is shared between processes on each processor for rapid access and copies of the tables are distributed to all machines. The Star-O/S Listener maintains the consistency of the tables when logical names for processes and subprocesses are created and changed.

**Future Directions and Summary**

Star-O/S is currently being extended to support higher level cooperation mechanisms including global process events and system-wide process control. Processes on any machine will be able to start, stop (pause), abort, and extract any other logical process. Any process can conditionally wait or synchronize with a global event. Global events can be triggered by processes on any machine. These features will allow application-dependent process schedulers to be written with Star-O/S primitives on heterogeneous machine architectures, and provide further cooperating system mechanisms.

Star-O/S has proven quite successful in use on the ALBM Project for which it was developed. It supplies the foundation for the cooperating knowledge-based systems written in Common Lisp that comprise ALBM project. Star-O/S has shown that a layered distributed operating system is a viable solution for problems that require synchronization, information sharing, and flexible task distribution among several processes on several, possibly heterogeneous, machines.
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